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Abstract: 
 
The digital explosion, rapid spread of DevOps and Agile, and other trends have QA/Testing teams bottlenecked. 
Automation is the answer, but for many enterprises, the organizational change is overwhelming. Now is the time 
for enterprises to streamline increasingly complex testing processes into an automated flow capable of slashing 
mobile app delivery cycles from days to minutes – from code check-in to live app.
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Introduction
An increasing number of mobile app development trends are disrupting the software industry and forcing 

enterprises to revamp their QA/Testing process. Digital consumption, DevOps and Agile, and a push for test 

automation across dev portfolios are creating bottlenecks and a difficult balancing act between SPEED  

and CERTAINTY. 

The problem exists nearly across the board. In CapGemini’s 2017-18 World Quality Report, 99 percent of 

organizations said they saw challenges with integrating testing into Agile environments. The biggest challenge is 

that, as development speeds up, organizations lose the ability to assure quality – which continues to hold a firm 

position as the number-one IT objective. End-user satisfaction is a close second at 34 percent. The problem is 

compounded by the fact that there’s much more to test, and nearly zero tolerance from end users when it comes 
to UI/Dev-related defects. 

In addition, DevOps, Agile and Continuous Integration/Deployment (CI/CD) are blurring the lines between Dev and 

QA/Test. Testers are having to learn new development languages and build new pipeline tools for a growing set of 

devices, while getting pressure from the business to release apps in minutes – versus weeks/days/hours. Testers 

do not want to be the organization’s bottleneck; at the same time, quality cannot slip. Conventional device 

clouds attempt to help, but they fall severely short in the areas of performance and flexibility of deployment. 

Over the next two years, many enterprises will trade inefficient legacy clouds for a flexible, fully automated 

autonomous mobile testing solution that allows testers to collaboratively test any app on any device and make 

a change that is deployable across all devices and versions (web, native and hybrid; Android and iOS devices, 
regardless of whether they are on-desk, on-site or in the cloud). Other enterprises will put it off a few more years, 

sticking to manual integrations and conventional web app tools. And eventually fail.

One thing is certain; it will become obvious to the market very quickly that having an autonomous mobile testing 

strategy is both (1) an absolute must to stay alive, and (2) easier and more affordable than you think. Autonomous 

mobile testing alleviates bottlenecks and allows the business to reduce the delivery of high-quality apps from days 

to minutes.

https://www.capgemini.com/service/world-quality-report-2017-18/
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In This Paper:
In this paper we discuss how pervasive digital consumption, 
DevOps/Agile adoption, and test automation have rewritten the 
playbook for QA/Testing organizations.  
 

You will learn:

Why testing has gotten so complicated and costly

The rise of mobile device clouds and how they are evolving 

DevOps/Agile’s role in the QA bottleneck

Real devices vs. emulators and human testing vs. machine 
checking

4 key market problems not solved by conventional clouds 
(and what to do about them)

How Kobiton can slash deployment from days to hours  
(code check-in → live app), while ensuring the level of 
quality customers expect – at 30 percent below market cost
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More to Test, Higher 
Expectations
Digital technologies including wearables and the Internet of Things (IOT) have exponentially increased the test 

scenarios to consider. It is no longer feasible to use multiple tools to test every app on every device, both Android 

and iOS. There aren’t enough hours in the day or resources in the budget. As it is, QA/Test spending is already 
projected to hit 40 percent of the total IT budget by 2019. 

Meanwhile, costs related to defects and app abandonment are going up. Way up. Quality remains the number-one 

IT objective (41 percent), with End-User Satisfaction a close second (34 percent). Businesses recognize that today’s 
digital consumer has NO tolerance for defects, but they can’t seem to get out from under tedious and costly 
mobile delivery processes.

The Cost of Incomplete Testing

Somewhere in all of this, QA has inadvertently 
assumed the role of ‘brand custodian,’ responsible 
for higher-quality apps on more devices in an 
accelerated time frame. 

24%
of users 
abandon on 
first use due to 
bugs and UI issues 40%

of total IT 
budget will be 
QA/Test by 
2019
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The speed of DevOps and Agile has created an even taller order 

for QA. Whereas testing used to be about finding/fixing defects 

before go-live, now it’s about preventing them in the first place 
(and still pulling off a successful, on-time delivery). Making this 

happen is going to require that testers have good tools, too. Not 
just developers. The tools must give testers the same flexibility, 

agility, efficiency and re-use capability as the rest of the business 

so they can re-prioritize spending to the highest-risk areas.

RIGHT NOW is the time for enterprises to get the best mobile 
app testing tools in place if they want to be effective.  

 

That’s currently not the case according to the 
CapGemini report:

The number of organizations that struggle to 
find time to test mobile apps jumped from 36 
percent in 2015 to 52 percent in 2017

Nearly half said they do not have the right 
method or tools to test mobile apps efficiently

They are seeing more bugs, and more costly 
abandonment

A fully automated mobile testing tool keeps testers laser 

focused on reducing abandonment while enabling the business 

to adapt quickly to changing priorities, competitive threats, and 

opportunities – at a reduced overall cost.

A fully automated mobile 

testing tool keeps testers 

laser focused on reducing 

abandonment while enabling 

the business to adapt quickly to 

changing priorities, competitive 

threats, and opportunities  

– at a reduced overall cost.
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Cloud-Based 
Testing as a Fix for 
the ‘Mixed-Bag’ 
Conundrum
Remember the good old days when it was sufficient to  
test an app on iOS and get assurance for 90+ percent of the users? 

It was good enough. Ship it.

Today, this is laughable. 

Mobile app development has evolved to a massively complex mixed bag 
where DIY and conventional mobile labs no longer cut it. Consider these 
facts:

In 2017 Android eclipsed Windows as the most frequently used 

OS worldwide (including desktop)

Mobile apps account for 89 percent of time on a phone

254 billion apps were downloaded in 2017

Paid app revenue has grown more than 500 percent, while in-

app revenue grew 250 percent

56 percent of emails are now opened on a mobile device

The average adult spends four hours a day on their phone

50 percent of mobile users say they check their phone 

notifications before getting out of bed

The average enterprise has deployed eight apps, has 2.6 in 

development, and 6.2 planned for the next 12 months

Delayed mobile loading times and other UI 
monstrosities bury software companies!
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When you consider this rapid change and complexity – coupled 

with strong pressure for Automation, CI/CD and bimodal solutions 

– testers MUST have more efficient and cost-effective access to 
real mobile devices. ALL devices. That’s why 87 percent of CIOs 

are now using or planning to use a cloud-based test environment 

to streamline their testing activities. The most popular forms 

of testing in the cloud are Performance Testing (56 percent) and 

Security testing (35 percent), both of which increased by 12 
percent from 2016 to 2017. 

Cloud-based testing offers a streamlined app testing experience 

at a lower out-of-pocket cost versus building your own mobile lab. 

Watch out though; conventional device clouds including AWS, 
Perfecto, and SauceLabs lack key capabilities such as allowing the 
developer or tester to run manual test cases on a private device 

and then add those devices to the cloud. 

Enterprises that expect to “make it” over the next two years will 

need to give testers a streamlined picture from a wide mix of 

inputs – including public, private and cloud devices. 

Kobiton is the only 
mobile device cloud 
currently on the market 
that affords this degree 
of flexibility.

Enterprises that expect to 

“make it” over the next two 

years will need to give testers 

a streamlined picture from a 

wide mix of inputs – including 

public, private and cloud 

devices. 

https://kobiton.com/calculator/
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DevOps and Agile Aftershock: 
QA is Now the Bottleneck

DevOps and Agile drive huge business benefits 

and competitive advantage. By breaking down 
communication silos and automating processes, 

enterprises can build, test and deploy multiple 

times per day. Essentially, the concept of “planned” 
releases in CI/CD/DevOps is becoming obsolete. 

Long dev cycles are being replaced with short and frequent sprints, fueled by tight collaboration and efficiencies 

between Dev and IT Ops teams. The net result is agility to deliver the highest priorities with greater quality, app 

engagement and user satisfaction. 

But wait… 

Despite these business benefits, DevOps/CI/CD/Agile methodologies create 

a massive bottleneck for testers who cannot easily automate every part of 

their job; yet, are expected to distribute and update new products instantly. 

In CapGemini’s 2017-18 World Quality Report, an alarming 99 percent 
of organizations said they struggle with building testing into Agile 
methodology. The most serious of these challenges are:

Lack of data/environments – 46 percent, 

Difficulty reusing or repeating tests across sprints or 

iterations – 45 percent, and

Lack of professional expertise with Agile – 43 percent

Overcoming the bottleneck requires organizational permission for QA to 
“test” versus just “check.” What’s the difference? “Testing” delivers actual 
business value, whereas “checking” can be done solely by a machine, tool or 
algorithm. 

Blogger James Bach, creator of Rapid Software Testing, says that unlike 

“checking,” true “testing” is a craft that requires an appropriately skilled 
human to perform. Testing draws on specialized knowledge which only 

a skilled tester would have. It raises the question, “When is a manual test 
case needed, and when are automated tests enough?” Or “When should 
you use real devices to test versus simulators/emulators?”  

I see (large-scale 

mobile and distributed 

computing) as the 

greatest challenge to 

testing as we know 

it since the advent 

of micro-computers. 

Because in addition 

to the complexity of 

products and platforms 

whic h has been growing 

steadily for decades, 

there now exists a 

vast marketplace for 

software products that 

are expected to be 

distributed and updated 

instantly. 

-James Bach, rapid 

software testing.

http://www.satisfice.com/blog/archives/856
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[Random side-note]: In our opinion, you need both. Emulators are 

generally less expensive and allow you to debug flows more quickly for 

testing a feature. However, when compared to real devices, emulators 

are very risky. They can’t simulate everything – for example, physical 

inputs from GPS, proximity sensors, life sensors and force touch 

gesture. In addition, emulators cannot run many third-party libraries, 

for instance, those that require a certain type of hardware. 
 
 
Back to Bach…

He explains that effective testing incorporates both human 
learning by experimenting (including study, questioning, modeling, 

observation, inference, etc.) as well as machine checking. 

Analytics-based or “smart” automation can accelerate delivery, but 
manual tests are also needed to replicate the sometimes irrational, 

random and emotional aspects of how a human interacts with  

an app. 

Being able to perform the right combination of automated and 
manual testing in a streamlined process is the answer to the QA 

bottleneck. It’s going to take a certain level of organizational 
support and investment in tools that integrate well with 

automation. Only then can QA organizations find the right balance 
between speed and certainty.

Unfortunately, most of today’s conventional cloud-based tools 

do not allow you to combine locally owned and vendor-owned 

devices into one platform for shared analysis. With minimal 

coding knowledge, testers can go into the Kobiton SaaS platform, 
create their test environment, and reuse test cases – even from 

local enterprise devices.
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Autonomous Mobile 
Testing is Taking  
Dev / Test Flows from 
Days to Minutes
Autonomous mobile testing that leverages real devices (public, private and 
cloud) is the only way enterprises will be able to compete and scale their 
success over the next few years. These solutions leverage flexible, open 
integration technology to accelerate testing at the speed of DevOps while 
balancing cost and assurance. 

Autonomous mobile testing solves four key market problems not currently 
being addressed by conventional web apps:

Local devices can’t be provisioned to the platform

Access to ever-changing device/OS combinations is costly

Proprietary app distribution models stall speed-to-market

Test automation requires organizational transformation to 

adopt and scale

Kobiton is the first cloud-based mobile testing solution to focus on solving 
these problems and reducing the development cycle from days to minutes:

SaaS platform to provision more real devices faster (VMware 

for mobile devices)

Flexible deployment: any platform, device and form factor 

(including IOT/wearables) from any authorized source – on-

desk, on-site, and in the cloud

Integration into existing DevOps CI/CD tools; no need to 

learn scripts or build pipeline tools

Easy entry; get started without in-depth organizational buy-

in or fundamental change
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Benefits of Kobiton:

Easy leap to DevOps/Automation/CI/CD

Test more real devices faster

Supports shorter, more frequent releases

Fewer costly defects in live apps

Increased user engagement

Cost is 30 percent below market

By 2020 we will see a discernable shake-up between device cloud providers who 
bring true performance and flexibility to the table, and those simply trying to win 

a race with a big marketing budget. If you want to know which side of the fence 

your mobile testing solution is on, ask yourself these questions:

What are the limitations of the platform?

Can developers attach local devices to the cloud without connecting to 

the platform?

Does it use simulators/emulators or real devices?

Are the deployment options flexible and configurable to the way you test?

Does the provider have legit experience and partnerships? 

Are they committed to continued innovation?

Business Impact - Days to Minutes

Code Check-in Real Device Testing Live App

More Real Devices = Less Abandonment
Faster Releases = Increased User Engagement
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About Kobiton 

Even the most well-known mobile device clouds of today cannot meet 
the needs of today’s modern development organizations in a way that is 
also affordable. Only Kobiton can. Kobiton provides access to real mobile 

devices and support for device management solutions in one easy-to-

access SaaS platform, at 30 percent below market price. We have strong 
experience, industry accomplishments and partnerships; continued 

commitment to innovation; and unmatched performance and flexibility.

Try Kobiton Now

www.kobiton.com/freetrial

http://www.kobiton.com/freetrial
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More about Kobiton 
 

Interested in learning more about Kobiton? 

Click either of the buttons above or visit our website to learn more. 

Kobiton.com

Our Features Our Integrations

http://Kobiton.com
https://kobiton.com/features/
https://youtu.be/HolkMcZ8eF4

